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Left-hand figure shows a thtee-dimensional computer model used in 1992 at Chalmers Solid Mechanics 

for strength analysis of a railway wheel. The reactive loads from the rail are the vertical force V and the 

horizontal force 11, both including dynamic contributions. 

Right-hand figure shows a calculated result for the wheel disc DEFG. The three-dimensional tensorial 

stress field is here summarized in a scalar field, the so-called effective stress. Knowledge of this scalar 

measure is useful when the risk of material yielding or fatigue should be estimated for d ifferent parts of 
the rolling wheel. 

The two figures are to be found in the Swedish National Encyclopaedia (Nationalencyklopedin) under 

the entry Strength of Materials (Hiillfasthetsliira) 
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INTRODUCTION 

A Centre of Excellence, or Competence Centre (in 
Swedish: Kompetenscentrum), in R ailway Mechanics 

has been established at Chalmers University of 

Technology. The formal agreement was signed at 

The Swedish National Board for Industrial and 

Technical Development (NUT EK) in Stockholm on 

7 July T995· Joint funding of Stage I (T July 1995-

30 June T997) with a sum of MSEK 20.5 was agreed 

upon. It is intended that the Centre shall operate for 

a period of TO years. 

The acronym CHARMEC stands for CHAlmers 

Railway MEChanics. At the end of this report of 

CHARMEC's Stage 1 , a brief outline is given of 

CHARMEC's Stage 2, which runs I July 1997-30 June 

2000 with a budget of MSEK 58.9. The three parties 

to the agreement on Stage 1 arc 

The Industrial Interests Group 

Adtranz Wh.eelset 

an Adtranz subsidiary and wheelsct manufacturer 

located in Surahammar 

Ahetong Teknik 

a Scancem Group company and concrete sleeper 

manufacturer with headquarte rs in Yaxji::i 

Banverkel 

the Swedish National Rail Administration (infra

structure authority) with headquarters in Borlange 

S.l Maskindivisionen 

the Swedish State Railways (roll ing stock ope

rator) with Machine Division headq uarters in 

Stockholm 

Chalmers University of Technology 

The Swedish National Board for Industrial 
and Technical Development (NUTEK) 

BOARD AND DIRECTOR 

A nders Sji::iberg, President of Chalmers University 

of T echnology, in consultation with the Industrial 

Interests Group and NUTEK, appointed the following 

to be members of the Board of the Competence 

Centre during Stage I: 

Bjorn Paulsson (chairman) 

Banverket H eadquarters 

L ennart Nordhall 

Adtranz Wheelscl 

Stefan Westberg 

Abetong Teknik 

Hugo van Bahr 

SJ Maskindivisionen 

Evert Andersson 

The Royal Institute of Technology (KTH ), 

Railway Engineering, Stockholm 

flans Andersson 

The Swedish National Testing and 

Research Institute (sP), Bod\s 

Lars Sjostedt 

Chalmcrs U niversity of Technology, 

Transportation and Logistics, Gi::iteborg 

Professor Bengt A.kesson of Chalmers Solid Mech

anics was appointed Director of the Competence 

Centre. 

Left·hand column from top: Hans Andersson of SP (1+2) and Hugo von Bahr of SJ (1 +2) . 

Middle column from top: Kjell Sundwall of lnexa Profit (2) and Stefan W estberg of Abetong Teknik (1+2). 

Group photo from left: Nits Lennart Nilsson of Cardo BSI Rail (2) , Birgitta Johanson of Chalmers (secretary), 

Evert Andersson of KTH (1 +2) , Bengt Akesson of Chalmers (initiator and former Director of CHARMEC), 
Roger Lunden of Chalmers (present Director) , Lars Sjostedt of C halmers (1+2), Bjorn Paulsson of Banverket 

(1+2, Chairman), Lennart Nordhall of Adtranz (1 +2) and Lennart Olofsson of Duroc (2). 

1 = Board member Stage 1 2 = Board member Stage 2 
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VISION AND GOALS 

Within its area of competence the Centre should work 

for a long-term build-up of knowledge that is relevant 

to the needs of the industry as regards rai lway infra

structure and rolling stock. The choice and orientation 

or the individual research projects should be decided 

on the basis of overall assessments of technology, 

economy, safety and e nvironmental factors . 

The overall goal of the Competence Centre is to 

achieve increased quality in railway transportation 

and at the same time to lower production, mainten

ance, operational and environmental costs. The inter

action of various railway mechanical components 

should be given special consideration. Specific goals 

are life-cycle optimizcd components and systems for 

track structure and running gear. These should resul t 

in slower degradation of ballast, increased lifetime of 

sleepers and pads, improved track alignment stability, 

reduced rail and wheel wear, and lower levels of 

vibration and noise in trains and tracks and in their 

surroundings. 

QUALITY ASSESSMENT AND 
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER 

The scientific quality of research results should be 

assured through public exposure and criticism at 

national licentiate's seminars and defence of doctor's 

dissertations, as well as through presenting papers at 

recognised international conferences and publishing 

papers in recognised international journals. 

The transfer of knowledge to industry is to take 

place by means of regular personal contacts and 

exchange of staff, through orientation and summariz

ing at seminars, and through informative reports and 

the handing over of test results and computer pro

grams. An extremely important aspect of this transfer 

of knowledge will be the employment in the industry 

of those who have gained licentiate's and doctor's 

degrees at the Universi ty. 

Each individual research project within the Centre 

should correspond to work for a licentiate 's thesis or 

doctor's dissertation. This is to be formulated in gene

ral terms as regards orientation and goals. A detailed 

specification of each step of a project (such as when 

an agreement is drawn up for ordering project work or 

when consultancy services are purchased) should be 

avoided. 
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I 
SUMMARY OF CHARMEC STAGE 1 

Research within the Centre has been carried out 

in accordance with its vision and goals and its ope

rational plans. Board meetings were held on 29 

November 1995, 26 February 1996, 28 May 1996, 

26 November 1996, 24 February 1997 and 13 May 

1997. At the first of these meetings, the content and 

funding of nine main projects during the whole of 

CHA"RMEC's Stage l of operations were decided. 

An agreement was reached between Chalmcrs 

University of Technology and Banverkct (the 

Swedish National Rail Administration Infrastruc

ture Authority) on Banverkct's participation in the 

CHi\RMEC Competence Centre, in accordance with 

the main agreement with N UTEK. 

Roger Lunden succeeded Bengt Akesson as 

Director of Cl lA RMEC on I Apri l 1 997· Bcngt 

Akesson re tired as Professor of Solid Mechanics 

at Chalmcrs at the end of May 1997. 

An international evaluation of the organisation 

of CHARMEC's activities was undertaken in March 

1997, with good results (NUTEK's Report R 

I99TI8). The Competence Centre as a form of 

co-operation venture has functioned well and 

provided added value to the development of 

contacts between university and industry at both 

the national and the international levels. 

The work of the Centre has run according to plan 

during the two academic years 1995l96 and 1996197. 

The staff intended for the Centre, both at Cl1almers 

(five supervisors and nine doctoral candidates) and 

in the Industriallnterests Group (R&D manage

ment and experime ntal staff) , have been involved. 

Several new contacts for co-operation have bee n 

established. T here have been frequent meetings 

between university researchers and those working 

in industry , and these meetings have resulted in 

increased involvement in industrial long-term 

knowledge developme nt as well as in providing 

deeper insights into the working potential of the 

university, respectively. Several concrete results 

have been achieved in the business activities of 

the industrial partners, sec page 19. 

Two licentiate 's theses and two doctor's dissert

ations in railway mechanics have been presented by 

CHARMEc's researchers. Furthe rmore, 16 articles 

have been published (or accepted for publication) 

in international scie ntific journals with a referee 

system, u papers have been published in the 
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proceedings of international conferences with 

a referee system, 13 research reports have been 

edited in o ur own series of research publications 

(i n English), 8 master's theses have been edited in 

our own series of student reports (in English), and 

9 other works have been published. For fur ther 

information on these publications, see the lists 

under the projects described in the next section. 

As from the second board meeting, four semi

nars are usually held on the morning of the same 

day as the board meeting in the afternoon. All the 

c HARM EC board members, supervisors, researchers 

and others (approximately 25 persons) are present 

at the seminars and at the lunch that follows. The 

seminars, at which all supervisors and doctoral 

candidates present and discuss their projects, follow 

a rolling a nnual schedule decided by the board. 

A measure of the scientific standard achieved 

by the activities of the university and industry at 

Chalmers Rai lway Mechanics on the international 

arena is the high level of acceptance of articles for 

journals and contributions to conferences. Further

more, a number of international co-operation 

projects have been established with CHA RMEC as 

their base. 

A measure of the scie ntific and industrial status 

e njoyed by Chalmers Railway Mechanics on the 

European arena can be the positive treatment 

given to our applications to B rite-EuRam Ill within 

the Fo urth Framework Programme (together with 

industries, institutes, administrations and universi

ties in Sweden, UK, France, Germany, ltaly, Spain, 

H olland, Switzerland and others). Altogether we 

are today participating in five current EU railway 

mechanics projects, sec page 22. The total budget 

for these five E u projects is M ECU 16.3. O ur tota l 

investment is 108 man-months and our Eu funds in 

these projects amount to kEc u 710. T he duration of 

each project is about three years. 



PROGRAMME AREAS STAGE 1 

According to the agreement of7 Jul y 1995, the 

Competence Centre should work within three overall 

programme areas during Stage r, as set out below. 

The choice of projects within each area has been 

decided· by the Board of the Centre. 

Programme area 7 

Interaction of train and track 

(Samverkan Tag/Spar, TS) 

A rolling train is a mobile dynamic system that in ter

acts with the stat ionary track structure, which in its 

turn is a dynamic system. This interaction is a key area 

within all railway research. The mechanisms behind 

vibration, noise and wear depend on the interplay of 

the rolling train and the track structure. The activities 

of this programme area are directed towards being 

able to better understand, model and predict the 

dynamic interaction for different types and conditions 

of trains, tracks and operations. Theoretical, numeric

al and experimental methods are required. 

Programme area 2 

Vibration and noise 

(Vibrationer och Buller, VB) 

A considerable reduction in vibration and noise from 

railway traffic seems to be of crucial importance for 

the future acceptance of this type of transportation. 

The generat ion and spreading of vibrations in trains 

and tracks and the emission of noise are phenomena 

that are both theoretically and experimentally difficult 

to approach. The activities of this programme area are 

directed towards being able to better understand the 

underlying mechanisms. Advanced analytical and 

numerical tools and well-planned laboratory and field 

experiments and measurements are required. The goal 

is to be able to put forward effective modifications 

and counter-measures against vibration and noise in 

trains and tracks and in their surroundings. 

Programme area 3 

Materials and maintenance 

(Material och Underhc/ll, MU) 

Sui table and improved materials for axles, wheels, 

rails, pads, sleepers, ballast and embankment are a 

prerequisite for good mechanical performance, re

duced wear, lower maintenance costs and increased 

technical/economic lifetime of the components men

tioned. The activities of this programme area are 

di rected towards analysing existing materials and 

developing new materials. There will be created a 

knowledge base for the rational maintenance of train 

and track components. Co-operation between several 

d ifferent competences are required for this research. 

PROJECTS AND RESULTS AS OF 30 JUNE 1997 

By " C ha lmers budget" be low is meant the funding 

in cash, thus excluding the in-kind contribution 

from the universi ty (i ts so-called basic resources). 

T he " Industrial interests budget" means the 

contributions in kind of these industr ial interests. 

Both budgets refer to the whole of Stage I , that 

is from 1 July 1995 to 30 June 1997 . The memo

randa (PM) mentioned below are available as 

supp le men ts to the CHARMEC board meeti ng 

minutes of 29 Nove mber I995· The total annua l 

cost of a norma l doctoral project at Chalmers is 

es timated to be ksE K 850-900. Comprehensive 

physical experiments in the laboratory and/or field 

increase the cost. A newly appointed doctoral 

candidate , who already holds a Master 's degree 

(MSc) , is nowadays es timated to take his/her 

doctor 's degree with in five years. T he degree of 

Licentiate of E ngineering (Lie Tech ) is an in ter

mediate one . 
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Programme area 1 INTERACTION OF TRAIN AND TRACK (TS) 

Supervisor 

Doctoral candidate 

Period 

Chalmers budget 
(excluding university 
basic resources) 

Industrial interests 
budget (Banverket) 

Research programme 

ION MODE S OF T 

D r Tore Dahlbcrg, 
Associate Professor, 
Solid Mechanics 

Jo han Oscarsson, MSc 
(appointed January 1996) 

1996-or -or - 1997-06-30 
(- 2000-12-3 [ ) 

kSEK 1400 + 200 

kSEK 400 

PM 1995-II-IO (6 pages) 

Remarks: Tore D ah lberg left Chalmers on 1 January 

1997. Dr Jens Nielsen gradually took over supe rvision 

of the project d uring the spring (which is the reason 

for the supplementary funding of kSEK zoo). 

Johan Oscarsson (photo on page 27) has made him

self familiar with our earlie r theories, measurements 

and computer programs (Tore Dahlberg, Jens 

Nielsen, Annika lgeland, et a!). He took part in the 

evaluation of the Goose Hi ll measurements in 1995. 

Andrew Peplow, a visiting researche r from ISVR in 

Southampton , has participated in searches of the 

literature . Undergraduates working on their degree 

papers have also been engaged in the work. Among 

them, Clas Andersson (a doctoral candidate of 

CH A RMEC from August 1997), together with Annika 

Igeland and in consulta tion with Abetong Tcknik, has 

studied the dynamics of rai lway turnouts with the aid 

of our D I FF program. Reports during Stage 1 from the 

research group are Listed below: 

m<>ving vehicle 
with 4 dofs 

non linear 
suspension 

unsprung 
masses 

F,,{t) ~(I) 
contact 
forces 

in itiaJ 
irregularity 
of track 

-~-
fictitious 
mass less 
beam 
connected 
to track 

at nodes 

track on 
foundation 

Visualized mathematical model of a running bogie interacting with 
an irregular track as used in Projects TS1 and TS2 
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K STRUCTUR 

Tore Dahlberg: Vertical dynamic train/track interaction 

-verifying a theoretical model by full-scale experiments, 

Proceedings of the Jrd 1 Jerbertov Workshop on Interaction 

of Railway Vehicles with the Track and i ts Substruclllre, 

Herbcrtov, Czech Republic, September 1994. Published 

as supplement to Vehicle System Dynamics, vol24, 1995, 

pp 45-57 

Mikael Fermer and Jens Nielsen: Vertical interaction 

between train and track with soft and stiff railpads 

fu ll-sca le experiments and theory, Proceedings fMeclrE, 

Part r·:· Journal of Rail ami Rapid Transit, vol209, no Fl, 

1995, pp 39-47 

/\ndrew Pcplow, .lohan Oscarsson and Tore Dahlbcrg: 

Review or rese<~rcb on ballast as track substr ucture, 

Chalnrers Solid Mechanics, Report F189, Gothenburg 

1996,39 pp 

Johan Oscarsson and Tore Dahlberg: D ynamic train/ 

track/ballast interact ion - computer models and full-sca le 

experiments, Proceedings 15th lA vsn Symposium 

Dynamics of Vehicles 011 Roads and "Ji-acks, Budapcsl, 

August 1997, 12 pp (in press) 

Thomas Broberg, Patrik Johansson, Pe r Anders Jiinsson, 

Stefan Larsson and lJ if LAng: R ailway track vibrations 

- a benchmark test and a sleeper vibration study, Student 

Report , C/wlmers Solid Mechanics, Gothenburg 1995, 46 pp 

Ulf Martensson: Rai lway crossing vibrations, Student 

Report Tl 38, C/wlmers Solid /lilecltanics, Gothenhurg 1996. 

27 pp 

Johan Ivarsson and J\nders Johansson: Finite c lement 

model or a railway turnout, Student Report Tl44. Clralmers 

Solid Meclranics, Gothenburg 1996,70 pp 

Clas Andersson: Railway turnoul vibrations. MSc Thesis EX 

1997: I, Clralmers Solid Meclronics, Gothenbu rg 1997,53 pp 

Tore Dahlbcrg and Cl as /\nclersson: Vibra tion due to a 

whcelset passing a railway turnout crossing, Proceedin{IS 

WCIU? '97 (World Congress 0 11 Railway Research), Florence, 

Italy. November 1997. vol E (Environment). pp41 3-4 19 

Clas Andersson and Tore Dah lherg: Wheel/rail impacts 

at a ra ilway turnout crossing, l>ruceedings /Meclrt:, !'art F

Journal of !?ail and Rapid "f"m11sit (in press) 

J\nnika lgeland and Johan Oscarsson: Modelli ng of rai lway 

track for computer simulalion of dynamic train/track 

interaction. Proceedings XVtfl /MAC (lntemational Modal 

Analysis Conference), Tokyo. September 1997. pp 464-470 

Johan Oscarsson, Jcns Nie lsen and Annika lgeland: 

Dynamic train/track interaction - lheory and fu ll-scale 

experiments, Proceedings li'CRR"97 (World Congress on 

Rai/111ay Researc:lr), Florencc. l taly, November 1997, vol U 

(Infrastructure and Track). pp 123- 129 
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Programme area 1 INTERACTION OF TRAI N AND TRACK (TS) 

TS2. RAILHEAD CORRUGATION ~ORMATION 

Supervisor 

Doctoral candidate 

Period 

Chalmers budget 
(excluding university 
basic resources) 

Industrial interests 
bud!JeL (Banverket) 

Research programme 

D r Tore D ahlberg, 
Associate Professor, 
Solid Mechanics 

Annika Igeland, Lie Tech 
(appointed August 1991) 

1995-07-01- 1997-06-30 

kSEK 200 

k SEK 200 

PM 1995-IT-TO (6 pages) 

Remarks: Remaining costs have been paid by 

Banverket direct. Annika lgcland left Chalmers 

on 31 January 1997. 

Doctoral candidate 

Annika lgeland of 
Project TS2 and Dr 
David Thompson of 

ISVR a t the defence 
of he r dissertation 
(examination in public) 

in January 1997 

Annika lgeland successfully defended her d octor 's 

dissertation on 24 January 1997, with Dr David 

Thompson of ISV R (Institute o£ Sound and Vibration 

Research) in Southampton as the faculty-appointed 

"opponent" (external examiner). 

During 1996, A nnika was a visiting 

researcher for three months with 

Professor Klaus Knothe at the 

Technical University (Tu) Berlin , 

where she worked together with Dr

Ing H eike Ilias. A nnika has also 

participated in conferences an d visits 

to industries in Europe, North 

A merica and Japan. The results of the Goose Hill 

measurements have continued to be used and 

Banverket staff have been engaged. Reports dur ing 

Stage T from the research group are listed below: 

Jcns Nie lsen and A nnika lgeland: Vertical dynamic inte r

action be tween train and track - innuence of wheel and 

track imperfections. Journal uf Sound and Vibration, vol 

187. no 5. I ')'J5. pp 825-83') 

Annika Tgeland: Time domain solution of the dynamic 

interaction between rai lroad structures and moving loads, 

The Third International Congress on /Jl(hmrialand 

Applied Mathematic.\~ ICI!lM/ G;tMM95, Hamburg, J uly 

1995. Published in ZA M M (Zeitschriji j iir Jl.ngeiVandte 

Mathematik und Mechanik), vol 76, supplement 4, I 'J96, 

pp 137-140 

Annika Igeland: Dynamic train/! rack interaction - para

metric study and comparisons with full-scale experiments, 

Engineering Foundation Conference Vehicle-lnji-a.Hructure 

Interaction IV, San Diego CA , June 1996, 14 pp 

Annika Igeland and H eike Ilias: Railhead wear calculations 

based on high frequency wheelset/traek interaction - a 

comparison between different models, Proceedings 2nd 

Mini Conference un Comae/ Mechanics and Wear of 

Rail/Wheel Systems, Budapest , July 1996, pp 304-314 

Annika Tgeland: Railhead corrugation growth expla ined by 

dynamic interaction between track and bogie wheelsets, 

Proceedings I Mech E, Part F: .loumal of Rail and Rapid 

Transit, vol 210, no Fl , 1996. pp 11-20 

Annika Igeland: R ailhead wear calculations based on high 

frequency vehicle/track interaction , Chalmers Solid 

Mechanics, Report F196, Gothenburg 1996. 9 pp 

Annika Igcland and Hcikc Ilias: R ailhead corrugation 

growth predictions based on non-linear high frequency 

vehicle/track interaction, Wear (in press) 

Annika Igelancl: D ynamic tra in/track interaction - simu

la tion of railhead corrugation growth under a moving bogie 

using mathematical models combined with full-scale 

measurements, Doctoral Dissertation, Chalmer.1· Solid 

Mechanics, Gothenburg ·1997 (summary and fi ve appended 

papers) 

4.---~--~----~--~--~ 

(kNlt(ltrn) - bogie model 

- single-wheel model 

K 

From Project TS2: Calculated spectral density SN(K) of vertical 

contact force N between wheel and rail, versus wave number 

K = 2rc/J.. of railhead corrugation, for a bogie model of a vehicle 
running on a track with a random vertical waviness (only right

hand half of two-sided spectrum is shown). Speed of vehicle 

is "= 150 km/h. Calc ulated resonance modes of the coupled 
system bogie/track a re illustrated and are re lated to the peaks 
of the s pectrum. An important observation is that these modes 

and peaks are missed when single-wheel models of the vehicle 

are used. The existence of the peaks may gradua lly change the 
frequency content of the railhead waviness 
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Programme area 1 INTERACTION OF TRAIN AND TRACK (TS) 

3. L p 

Supervisor 

Doctoral candidate 

Period 

Chalmers budget 
(excluding university 
basic resources) 

Industrial interests 
budget (Abetong) 

Research programme 

A AI 

Dr Tore D ahlberg, 
Associate Professor, 
Solid Mechanics 

Asa Fenander, Lie Teeh 
(appointed August 199r) 

1995-07-01 - 1997-06-30 

kSE K 1200 

k SEK 300 

PM 1995-11-10 (6 pages) 

Remarks: Asa Fenander left Chalmers on 

30September 1997. 

D 

Asa Fenander successfully defended her doctor's 

dissertation on 23 May r997, with Professor George 

A Lesieutre of Pennsylvania State University as the 

facu lty-appointed "oppone nt" (external examiner). 

In r996, with the help of Abetong T ekn ik, she carried 

out dynamic testing of rail pads at the TNO Institute 

of Applied Physics in Holland. She has worked in 

co-operation with Dr Mikael Enelu nd from the 

materials group at Chalmers Solid Mechanics, and 

with Professor Peter Olsson at Chalmers Mechanics. 

Asa has continued to use the results of our Goose Hill 

measurements and she has taken part in conferences 

in Europe and the United States. R eports during 

Stage r from the research group arc listed below 

(sleeper testing and sleeper calculations have been 

performed and reported earlier): 

PhD student Asa Fenander (doctorate earned in May 1997) 

inspecting an ins trumented wheelset in the laboratory of Chalme rs 
Solid Mechanics. For photo of Dr Tore Dahlberg, see page 25 
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Asa Fenandcr: Modal synthesis when modcling damping by 

use of fractional derivatives, ; I! AA Journal, vol34, no 5, 

1996, pp 1051-105R 

Tore Dahlbcrg, Jan Kohl er and A sa Fenander: Ett jarnvilgs

sp~rs dynamiska egcnskaper - Gasakullamiitningarna 1995 

(The dynamic properties of a railway track - the Goose Hill 

measurements 1995, in Swedish). Seminarium Samverkan 

Fordon-Bana, VTI , Linki:iping, April1996, 11 pp 

Asa Fenander: Fractional derivatives in damping descrip

tions, Proceedings F:SA Intemational Worhhop on 

Advanced Mathematical Methods in the Dynamics of 

Nexible Bodies, Noordwijk NL, June 1996, pp 159-166 

Mikael Enclund, Asa Feuander and Pete r Olsson: Fractional 

integral formulation of constitutive equations of visco

e lasticily, A/AI\ Journal, vo135, noR, 1997, pp 1356-1 362 

Asa Fenandcr: Frequency-dependent stiffness and damping 

of railpads, Proceedings lMech E, Part F .loumal of Rail and 

Rapid Transit, vol 211, no Fl, 1997, pp 51-62 

Asa Fenander: A fractional derivative railpad model 

included in a ra ilway track model. Joumal of Sound and 

Vibration (in press) 

A sa Fenander: Modelling stiffness and damping by use of 

fractional calculus with application to rail pads, Doctoral 

Dissertlltion, Clwlmers Solid Mechanics, Gothenburg 1997 

(summary and four appended papers) 

Rail foot on '~ 
rail pad is fastened 

to concrete s leeper with 
two Pandrol clips (blue) . The ~ 
dynamic properties of the pads and their 

role in the track are s tudied in Projec t TS3 
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Programme area 2 VIBRATION AND NOISE (VB) 

V 1. ST UC ll.. A VIB ATI NS FROM RAILWAY TRAFFIC 

Supervisor 

Doctoral candidate 

Period 

Chalmers budget 
(excluding university 
basic resources) 

Industrial interests 
budget (Banverket) 

Research programme 

Professor 
Sven Ohlsson, 
Dynamics in Design 

Johan Jonsson, MSc 
(appointed June 1995) 

l995-09-0l - 1997-06-30 
(- 2001-12-31) 

kSEK 1400 

kSEK 400 

PM Sept 1995 (2 pages) 

Remarks: The purchase of extensive experimental 

equipment for vibration measurements principally in 

field trials has been funded by the Research Council 

FRN (approximately MSEK 2) . 

Knowledge on excitation mechanisms for buildings 

caused by the passage of a train is to be established. 

Mechanisms for the internal spreading of building 

vibrations, as well as criteria for maintaining levels of 

comfort, function and safety in the building, are also 

to be studied. Johan Jonsson has tested the appl ic

ability of various suggested models to the generation 

of mechanical waves in the ground by a train. An 

experimental study has been carried out in Halmstad 

with parallel measurement of train-generated vibra

tions in the ground and in a nearby building. Field 

tests of homogeneous clay subjected to controlled 

in1pact loads have been carried out north of G6teborg. 

PhD student Johan Jonsson (left} and his supervisor 

Professor Sven Ohlsson in Project VB1 

A linear elastic finite element model has been estab

lished for the volume of ground in question. A com

parison between the t ransmission functions measured 

and calculated shows reasonable agreement in the 

frequency range studied up to about 12Hz. 

Investments to a value of approximately MSEK 2 

have been made in new measuring equipment at 

Chalmcrs Dynamics in Design with support from the 

Research Council FRN. Considerable work has been 

put into adapting the sensor equipment so that it 

can also be used for measurement below ground 

surface. Extensive three-dimensional measurements 

of vibration fields at and below ground surface have 

been planned (and have been carried out) in homo

geneous clay at Alvhem during the autumn of 1997. 

Banvcrket's loading wagon was used to generate con

centrated dynamic forces to the track. Measurements 

of ground vibration fields caused by the actual passage 

of trains are also included in the project. Reports from 

the work during Stage r are listed below: 

Johan Jonsson: /\ literature survey of railway induced 

ground vibrations into buildings, Clwlmers Dynamics in 

Design, Repor t 0 96:2, Gothenburg 1996, 16 pp 

Johan Jonsson: Measurements of railway induced building 

vibrations at the Furet block in 1-Ialmstad, C/wlmers 

Dynamics in Design, Report 0 96:3, Gothenburg 1996, 60 pp 

Johan Jonsson: Ground vibrations- field measurements 

and predict ion using f inite element technique, Proceeding.1· 

XVth !MA C (International Modal Analysis Conference) , 

Tokyo, September 1997, pp 594-600 

Banverket's Track 

Loading Wagon 

(TL W) exciting the 

track during the field 

experiments at Alv

hem in Project VB1 

Sensor equipment 

designed and built by 

Chalmers Dynamics 

in Design for triaxial 

underground vibra

tional measurements 

in Project VB1 



Progra mme area 2 VIBRATION AND NOISE (VB) 

"82 I R M I "A AKED RAILWAY VEHICLES 

Supervisor 

Doctoral candidate 

Period 

Chalmers budget 
(excluding university 
basic resources) 

Industrial interests 
budget (Adtranz) 

Research programme 

Dr Roger Lunden, 
Associate Professor, 
Solid Mechanics 

Tore Vernersson, MSc 
(appointed March 1994) 

1995-07-0l - 1997-06-30 
(- 2000-06-30) 

kSEK 600 +lOO 

kSEK 600 

PM 1995-11-TO (2 pages) 

Remarks: Part of a larger project with parallel funding 

direct from Adtranz Wheelset and from NUTEK. 

The additional allocation of ksEK w o was granted in 

November 1996 for the purchase of extra equipmen t. 

Tore Vernersson gained his licentiate's degree on 29 

September 1997. Dr Adam Blomberg (previously at 

Materials Technology/Tribology at the University of 

Uppsala, now at Volvo Technical Development) then 

acted as discussion leader. Part of this work was included 

in a parallel NUTEK project during 1995-96, 

a fact which contributed to the positive development of 

VB2. 

During the two-year period , work has been carried on 

together with Adtranz Wheelset in Surahammar on 

theories and experiments concerning the mechanisms 

behind the origin of non-roundness on the whee l tread 

caused by block braking. Staff from Chalmers Solid 

Mechanics (Erik Hult, MSc, and technician Hans 

Johansson), in co-operation with staff at Surahammar and 

consulting experts in temperature measurement (A GH MA 

Infrared Systems AB), have contributed to the planning 
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PhD student Tore 
Vernersson analyzing 
the rim and disc of a 

wheel in Project VB2 

and performance of the tests. Simultaneous registra tion 

of tread temperature and block dynamics is carried out, 

and unevenness on the t read is measured after braking 

and cooling. There has been co-operation with the EU 

project EuroSABOT in which, among others, K TH 

(Royal Institute of Technology) and NS (Nederlandse 

Spoorwegen) have taken part in the experiments. 

ABB Corporate Research have also been involved. An 

extensive study of the literature has been carried out and 

documented. Undergraduates working on their degree 

papers have been engaged. Olaf Kiimmerling from TU 

Berlin has been a visiting foreign undergraduate working 

on his degree. Reports during Stage 1 from the research 

group are listed below: 

2000 

Tore Vernersson and Roger Lunden: Stresses in Re-locomotive 

tyres- on the influence of shrink-fit and 

braking stresses on rolling contact rat igue, Chal111er.l· Solid 

Mechanics, Report Fl83, Gothcnburg 1995,45 pp 

Tore Ycrncrsson: Non-roundness of block-braked railway 

wheels - a literature survey, Clwl111ers Solirl Mecltallics, Report 

Fl86, Gothcnburg 1996,63 pp 

400 

300 

200 

100 

2050 

The hot spots developed 

on the wheel tread during 
block braking were photo

graphed with a scanning 
thermovision camera 

(2500 lines/sec) during 

the full-scale experiments 
in Project VB2 

...... 



Olof Cato, Tomas Gtiransson, Peter Johansson and Anders 

Lindberg: Acoustically short-circuited railway wheels 

- a preliminary experimental study, Student R eport, 

Chalmers Solid Mechanics, Gothenburg 1995,39 pp 

Olaf Kamm~rling: Vibrational modes of railway wheels, 

Student Report, Chalmers Solid Mechanics, Gothenburg 

1995,32 pp 

Kenth Aekemo: Flexible wheels for railway vehicles, 

Student Report Tl46, Chalmers Solid Mechanics, 

Gothenburg 1996, 88 pp 

Martin Petersson, Tore Vernerson and Roger Lunden: 

Research on roughness generation and growth, Chapter 5 

(pp 35-52) of State of the art- final report (editor G J 

13azuin), EuroSabot Technical Report I N6G30Tl.DA, 

NS, Utrecht 1996, 65 pp (+annexes) 

Martin Petcrsson and Roger Lunden: Thermal buckling 

of railway wheels, EuroSabot Technical Report 

2H6007Tf.OAJ, Chalmers Solid Mechanics, Gothenburg 

1996, 10 pp (availability restricted) 

Mar tin Petersson, Tore Vernersson and Roger Lunden: 

Full-scale block braking of railway wheels- Experiments 

performed on the Adtranz/Chalmers inertia dynamometer 

to investigate the roughness growth o f freigh t car wheels, 

F:uroSabot Technical Report 2117U25TI2.0B, Chalmers Solid 

Mechanics, Gothenburg 1997, 55 pp (availability restricted) 

Tore Vernersson: Thermally induced roughness of tread 

braked railway wheels- a noise-related problem, Thesis for 

the Degree of Licentiate of Engineering, Chalmers Solid 

Mechanics, Gothenburg 1997, 77 pp 

Tore Vernersson, Martin Petersson and Martin Hiensch: 

Thermally induced roughness of tread braked railway 

wheels (to be presented at 12th International Wheel set 

Congress in September 1998 in Qingdao, China) 

Tore Vernersson: Thermally induced roughness of tread 

braked railway wheels (submitted for international 

publication) 
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Programme area 2 VIBRATION AND NOISE (VB) 

VB3. NOISl::. RIG 

Project leader 

Chalmers budget 
(excluding university 
basic resources) 

Dr Roger Lunden, 
Associate Professor, 
Solid Mechanics 

k SEK 800 

Industrial interests 
budget kSEK 200 

kSEK 200 

kSEK 200 

(Adtranz) 
(Abetong) 
(Ban.verket) 

Remarks: ABB Corporate Research have also contri

buted to the noise rig both directly and through the 

EU project Silent Freight. 

An agreement for the construction of a test rig for 

advanced noise measurements has been reached 

between seven parties. They are Ann Corporate 

Research, Abetong Teknik, Adtranz Wheelset, 

Banverket, Chalmers University of Technology, SJ 

and sr (the Swedish National Testing and Research 

Institute). CHARMEC contributes financially as above. 

The rig will be owned and administered by Adtranz 

Wheelset under the terms of a special agreement. 

A stretch of full-scale track is being built outdoors 

on the Adtranz Wheelset 's plant site. It will be 

possible to measure noise radiated from track and 

wheelsets separately. The excitation of track and 

wheels occurs separately at their respective contact 

points (but with the same counter-directed dynamic 

forces). Sweep microphones are used for the deter

mination of sound levels and directivity. Computer 

equipment and software for control and data col

lection are being developed at Chalmers Solid 

Mechanics by Research Engineer Erik Hult. Reports 

from the work on the noise rig are listed below: 

Urban Olin and Anncli Sanclclius: Sin ussvepsgenerator fiir 

buUermatsystem (Sine sweep generator for noise measuring 

systems, in Swedish), Department of Electrical t,'ngineering, 

Chalmers College of Applied Engineering and Maritime 

Swdies, Student Report 97:34, Gothenburg 1997,22 pp 

Leonard Hill kirk: Evaluation of a contact-free electro

mechanical exciter of train wheels, Department of Electrical 

PoiVer Engineering, Royal institute of Technology, Student 

Report (in preparation) 

An early design sketch of the 
test rig for noise measurements 
in Project VB3 
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Programme area 3 MATERIALS AND MAINTENANCE (MU) 

Supervisor 

Doctoral candidate 

Period 

Chalmers budget 
(excluding university 
basic resources) 

Industrial interests 
budget (Abetong) 

Research programme 

ANI CA 

Professor 
Kenneth Runesson, 
Solid Mechanics 

Lars Jacobsson, MSc 
(appointed February 1996) 

1996-o 1 -o 1 - 1997 -o6-3 o 
(- 2001- 12-31) 

k SE K 1400 + lOO 

kSEK lOO 

PM 1995-11-20 (4 pages) 

Remarks: Additional funding of ksEK roo was granted 

in June 1997 to cover further experimental costs a t the 

University of Colorado, usA. 

T riaxial testing of scaled-down ballast 

specimens (c rushed Swedish granite) 

in Project MU1 has been conducted at 
the University of Colorado, USA 

PhD student Lars Jacobsson (right) and his super
visor Professor Kenneth Runesson in Project MU1 

-- F BALLAST 

Lars Jacobsson has attended research courses and 

studied the literature on " the plasticity theory of 

granular materials". He has also compiled a report on 

work with the constitutive modelling o f granular 

materials (published in rgg8). Kenneth Runesson, 

supervisor of this programme, has made an inventory 

of test equipment for conventio nal as well as true 

triaxial experiments in Europe and the USA. Visits 

have been made to institutes in the USA. In March 

r997, Lars Jacobsson and Johan Oscarsson visited the 

University of Colorado a t Boulder (where Kenneth 

Runesson was visiting professor during the 1996/97 

academic year) and AA R's test plant TTC at Pueblo, 

Colorado. 

Within the project, a n extensive series o f tests in 

triaxial cells has been performed at the University of 

Colorado during rgg6/97 in order to determine the 

mechanical properties o f ballast under monotonic as 

well as repeated loading. In particul ar, the effect o f 

scaling down the granular size (which is necessary in 

commercially avai lable labora tory equipment) has 

been studied in both TOO mm and T50 mm triaxia) 

cells. Very good correlation has been observed in 

these tests. Mathematical modelling has been 

undertaken in paralle l with the tests and the next step 

is to use the test results for calibratio n. Reports from 

the work during Stage 1 are listed below: 

Mustafa K aya, Russ Jcrnigan, K cnncth Runcsson and Stein 

Sture: Reproducibility of conventional triaxial tests on 

ballast materials, Department of Civil, Environmental, and 

Architectural Engineering (C:f':A f':), University of Colorado, 

Report No 1 to CHA RMEC. Febr uary 1997, 43 pp 

M ustafa K aya. R uss Jcrnigan, K cnncth Runcsson and Stein 

Sture: Reproducibility of conven tional triaxial tests on 

ballast materials. Department of Civil. Environmental. and 

Architectura/I::ngineeriug (C:/::11 t:.) , University of Colorado, 

Report No 2 to CH ARMEC, May 1997, 40 pp 

L ars Jacobsson: Review of research on railway ballast 

behaviour - experimental f indings and constitutive models, 

Chalmers Solid Mechanics, Report F208, Gothenburg 1998, 

32 pp 

I 



Programme area 3 MATERIALS AND MAINTENANCE (MU) 

Supervisor 

Doctoral candidate 

Period 

Chalmers budget 
(excluding university 
basic resources) 

Industrial interests 
budget (A dtranz) 

Research programme 

Professor 
Birger Karlsson , 
Engineering Metals 

Johan Ahlstrom, MSc 
(appointed November 1995) 

1995-07-01 - 1997-06-30 
(- 2001-09-30) 

kSEK 1400 

kSEK 200 

PM 1995-11-13 (5 pages) 

Johan Ahlstrom has a ttended research courses and 

worked with studies of the literature on phase trans

formations in thermal cycles in connection with the 

forma tion of wheel flats. The problem r ange has been 

identified together with laboratory staff at Adtranz 

Wheelset. The kinetics of austenitisation and austen ite 

decay in r apid temperature increases and temperature 

fa lls have been studied experimentally by means of 

temperature-time control of small test samples in a 

salt bath. Prelim inary transformation diagrams have 

been established. In these, wide deviations from 

conventional transformation diagrams have been ob

served. There has a lso been co-operation with Roger 

Lunden and Johan Je rgeus in MU3 on temperature 

calculations, especially regarding appropriate bound

ary conditions. A report from the work during Stage r 

is given below: 

Johan Ahlstrorn: Phase transformations in railway wheel 

steels exposed to friction heating - problem and literature 

survey, C/wlmers Engineering Metals, Report 776/96, 

Gothenburg 1996. 18 pp 

Sketch of part of a wheel rim with a 

typical flat on the tread. The martensite 

and HAZ (Heat Affected Zone) formed 

under a wheel flat are studied in 

Projects MU2 and MU3 

AND RAILS 

PhD student Johan Ahlstrom (right) and his 

supervisor Professor Birger Karlsson in Project 

MU2. Optical microscope examination of heat

treated SURA B82 steel is performed in the 

laboratory of Chalmers Engineering Metals. 

The amount of martensite formed after a cer

tain thermal cycle is determined. The micro

scope in the foreground is connected to the 

computer in the background. The image from 

the microscope is recorded by a digital camera 

and transferred to an image analysis system 

Sliding direction of wheel 

Back Back third Centre I Front third Front 
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Programme area 3 MATERIALS AND MAINTENANCE (MU) 

MU3. MARTENSITE ORMATION AND DAMAGE AROUND 
RAILWAY WHEEL FLATS 

One of about 240 wheel flats generated under 

controlled conditions in the field experiments at 

Silinge in Proje ct MU3 (see also photo on page 19) 

Supervisor 

Doctoral candidate 

Period 

Chalmers budget 
(excluding university 
basic resources) 

l ndustrial interests 
budget (SJ Maskin
divisionen) 

Research programme 

Dr Roger Lunden, 
Associate Professor, 
Solid Mechanics 

Johan Jergeus, Lie Tech 
(appointed September 1991) 

1995-07-01- 1997-06-30 
(- 1997-T2-3T) 

k SEK 1000 + l OO 

kSEK 400 

PM 1995-08-25 (3+1 pages) 

Remarks: Johan Jergeus has been on parental leave 

for 3 months. Additional funding of kSEK roo was 

granted in November 1996 to cover further experi

mental costs. 

Johan Jcrgeus (photo on page 24) will be defending 

his doctor's dissertation on 30 January 1998, with 

Professor Lcnnart Karlsson of Luld\ Technical Uni

versity as the faculty-appointed "opponent" (external 

examiner). Johan has worked with the theory and 

calculation of temperatures, stresses and material 

wear in co-operation with Per Gullers and others at 

sJ Maskindivisionen and the staff al s.1 's Workshops. 

Experiments have been carried oul in a test rig at 

Adtranz Wheelset in Surahammar. Extensive full

scale experiments on existing railroad were carried 

out at Silinge near Flen in September 1996 with the 

use of SJ 's laboratory resources. Christer Odenmark, 
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Calculated depth of the martensite formed under a wheel flat as a function 

of the duration M of sliding and the power P of braking for one wheel. 

One square represents the result of one computer run in Project MU3 

MSc, of Chalmers Solid Mechanics and Dr Peter 

Sotkovszki of Chalmers Engineering Metals have 

assisted in the evaluation of the experiments. The 

results of the project will lead to improved guidelines 

for wheel maintenance in regular railway traffic. 

Reports during Stage r from the research group are 

listed below: 

Johan Jergeus, Roger Lunden and P er G ullers: Martensite 

format ion around railway whee l flats, Proceedings of the 

IIth International Wheelset Congress, Paris, J une 1995, 

pp 53-58 

Johan J ergeus: Martensite formation and residual stresses 

around r ailway wheel fla ts, Proceedings 1MechE, Part C: 

Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science, vol 212, no Cl , 

1998, pp 69-79 

Johan J erge us: Marte nsite formation and damage around 

railway wheel tlats, Proceedings of 6th lmernational Heavy 

1/artl Conference "Strategies beyond 2000", Cape Town, 

April 1997, vol 2, pp 889-904 

Christer Odenmarck and Mark us Wallentin : Friction heat 

partitioning a nd ma rtensite fo rmation ~t wheel/rail sliding 

contacts, Chalmers Solid Mechanics, Report T 145, 

Gothenburg 1996, 49 pp 

Johan Je rgeus, Christcr O dcnma rck, Roge r Lunden, Pe ter 

Sotkovszki, Birger Karlsson and Pe r Gullc rs: Full-scale 

railway wheel flat experime nts (submitted for inte rnational 

publ ication) 

Johan Jerge us: Railway wheel f la ts - marte nsite formation, 

residua l stresses and crack propagation, D octoral 

Dissert ation, C/wlmers Solid Mechanics, G othenburg l 998 

(summary and five appendes papers) 



Programme area 3 MATERIALS AND MAINTENANCE (MU) 

MU4. REDICTION OF LIFETIME OF RAILWAY WHEELS 

PhD student Anders Ekberg (right) and his supervisor 

Or Roger Lunden in Project MU4 

Supervisor 

Doctoral candidate 

Period 

Chalmers budget 
(excluding university 
basic resources) 

Tndustrial interests 
budget (Adtranz) 

Research programme 

Dr Roger Lunden, 
Associate Professor, 
Solid Mechan ics 

Anders E kberg, MSc 
(appointed April1994) 

1995-07-01 - 1997-06-30 
(- I 999-06-30) 

kSEK 1000 

k SEK 200 

PM 1995-11-10 (1+4 pages) 

Anders Ekberg gained his licentiate's degree on 

18 February 1997, with Dr Erland Y hland (previo usly 

of SKr) acting as discussion leader. Extensive studies 

have been made of the literature. Theory develop

ment and computer implementatio n have been 

undertaken. Use has been made of Adtranz's 

experience (design and production of wheels in 

Surahammar and of bogies in H elsingborg) and or 

s J's statistics of wheel damage. Dr H ans Bjarnehcd, a 

consultant from Prosolvia R & T AB , has been engaged. 

An operational computer model is being developed 

for the prediction of the lifetime of railway wheels 

with regard to surface (contact) fati gue. The Dang 

Van criterion is employed. There has been co

ordination with the other resources within the field 

of fati gue at Chalmers Solid Mechanics (Professor 

Hans A ndersson and others). Reports during Stage I 

from the research group are lis ted below: 
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From Project MU4: Calculated fatigue damage of wheel tread per loading 

cycle (wheel revolution) as a function of vertical contact load f~ wheel! 

rail (including dynamic contribution) and wheel diameter, respectively 

(lifetime is estimated to be exhausted forD = 1) 

Anders Ekberg and Hans Bjarnehed: Rolling contact fatigue 

of wheel/rai l systems - a literature survey, Clurlmer.1· Solid 

Mechanics, Report Fl82, Gothenhurg 1995, 50 pp 

Andcrs Ekberg, Hans Bjarnehed and Roger Lundcn: 

A fat igue life model for general rolling contact wi th 

application to wheel/rail damage, Fatigue & Fracture of 

Engineering Materials & Structures, vol lS, no 10, 1995, 

pp 1189-1199 

Anders Ekberg: Rolling contact fatigue of railway wheels 

- computer modelling and in-field data, Proceedings 2nd 

Mini Conference on Contact Mechanics and Wear of 

Rail/Wheel Systems, Budapest, July 1996, pp 154-163 

Anders Ekberg: Rolling contact fatigue of railway wheels 

- a parametric study, Wear, vol 211 , 1997, pp 280-288 

Andcrs Ekberg: Rolling contact fatigue of railway wheels, 

Thesis for the Degree of Licentiate of Engineering, 

Chalmers Solid Mechanics, Gothenhurg 1997, 55 pp 

Rz= oo 

R; = oo 

n; ~ 0 .30 m 

Young's modulus~ 210 MPa a0v- 0.32 

Poisson 's ratio ~ 0.30 r, - 498.5 MPa 

r, ~ 226 MPa 

Contact geometry of wheel/rail interface as used in the three-dimensional 

calculations of wheel tread fatigue under rotating principal stress directions 

in Project MU4 



OTHER ACTIVITIES 

Parallel support research 

A method for the fracture mechanics study of three

dimensional cracks in damaged wheels and rails under 

moving loads (projects MU2, MU3 and MU4) has been 

developed, implemented and verified in the r eport 

Bengt A kesson, Hans Bjarnehed, H ans Andersson and 

Lennart J osefson: Routine FE determination of stress 

intensity factors at curved crack fronts using a Miiller

Breslau influence function technique. Presented at 

IUTAM Symposium on Innovative Computational Methods 

for Fracture and Damage, University College D ublin, 

J une-July 1996,25 pp. Published in Computational 

Mechanics, vol 19, 1997, pp481-489 

A possible model for track and embankment analysis 

when considering the f requency-dependent damping 

of the macadam mass has been developed in the re

port (the numerical example in the paper refers to 

tra ins on tracks) 

Mikael Enelund, Lennart Mahler, Kenneth Runcsson and 

Lenna rt Joscfson: Unified formulation and integration of 

the standard viscoelastic solid with integer and fractional 

order rate laws, Chalmers Solid Mechanics, Report F192, 

Gothcnburg 1996, 26 pp. Presented at 19th ICTAM (Inter

national Congress of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics), 

Kyoto, August 1996 (accepted for publication in lnter

national.lournal of Solids and Structures) 

MANAGEMENT OF THE 
COMPETENCE CENTRE 

Directors 

Period 

Cha!mers bt({/get 
(excluding universily 
basic resources) 

industrial inleresls 
budget 

Professor Bengt Akesson 
(21 months) and 
Dr Roger Lunde n, 
Associate Professor 
(3 months) 

1995-07-01- 1997-06-30 

kSEK 8oo + 2H4 

Surveys and popular reports and articles 

T he following reports have been published during 

CH ARMEC Stage I. T he first o ne lists references to 

53 research papers, 20 other articles and 20 student 

reports produced at Chalmers Solid Mechanics. 

Bengt Akesson, Tore D ah lberg and R oger Lund6n: Railway 

mechanics research 1987-1995 a t Chalmers University in 

Gothenburg - dynamic train/track interaction and railway 

wheelsets, Chalmers Solid Mechanics, R eport F1S5, 

Gothenburg 1996,42 pp 

Tore Dahlberg: Jarnvagsforskning vid Chalmers hilllfast

hetslara (Railway research at Chalmcrs Solid Mechanics, 

in Swedish), Modern .liirnviig, no 3, 1995, pp 10-11 

Tore Dah.lberg: Chalmers Rai lway Mechanics- CHA RME C, 

'l11e Cairn Tribune (Chalmcrs Alum11i International 

Resources Network), Chalmers, no 3, 1996, pp 15-16 

Bcngt Akcsson: T i\.gen pa sparen- om jiirnvagcns mekani k 

(The trains on the track- on the mechan ics of railways, in 

Swedish), The William Chalme rs Lecture of 5 November 

1996, Chalmers University of Technology, 1997,27 pp 

,·. -:c. 

flj 
Willi.1m .A 1_ C:halmcr> 

fOrd3sn ingt.'n 19?6 

"Tagen pa sparen -
om jarnvagens mekanik" 

Professor Bengt Akesson 

A popular account of railway mechanics was given at the William 

Chalmers Lecture in November 1996 (the resilient wheel, shown 

in the photo, with its S-shaped spokes was developed in 1993 by 
Mikael Fermer. it was s tudied, theoretically and experimentally, in 

his doctoral project at Chalmers Solid Mechanics) 



RESULTS AND EFFECTS IN INDUSTRY 

According to the four members of the Industria l 

Interests Group, the CHARM EC Competence Centre 
has been appreciated by the companies partici

pating as a knowledge resource that is available 
to them daily. As mentioned elsewhere, there have 

been frequent personal contacts and these contacts 
are now being continuously developed. The open

ings created towards E urope with our 30 or so part
ners in the five Eu projects in railway mechanics, 

see page 22, have been especially valuable. Some 

selected examples of more concrete effects are, 

according to the Industrial Interests Group, the 

following: 

Thro ugh the work in CHARMEC, Abetong Tckni k 

have gained increased credibility and a better 

dimensioning base for their concre te sleepers and 

have used this when submitting tenders both 

nationally and interna tionally. Among Abetong 

Teknik 's CHARMEC-re lated successes can be men

tioned a renewed licensing agreement in South 

Africa, a design assignment for a new high-speed 

railway between Seoul and Pusang in South Korea, 

and the track construction (through its sister com-

pany SRS) for Copenhagen's Mini-Metro. By using 

CHARM EC's methods, Adtranz Wheelset have 

developed new types of wheels for their customers. 

One result is that all fo ur bidders (one Swedish and 

three foreign) for the contract for new ore wagons 

for Malmbanan (Iron Ore Line in Sweden/Norway) 
use wheels from A d tranz Whcclsct in their tenders. 

Banverket have installed CHARMEC's D JFF com
puter program. This program has been used to 

evaluate the track system in the 30-tonne project 
for Malmbanan and also for the major upgrading 

to 25-tonne axle load on other lines in Sweden. 
Banverket have also used knowledge developed 

within CHARMEC in their revision of Swedish track 

regulations and in investigations carried out within 

Nordiskt Bantekniskt Samarbete (Nordic Technical 
R ailway Track Co-operation). At S.J Maski ndivi

sionen, there is now an increased un derstanding of 
railway wheel flat problems, a fact which is deemed 

to be of great economic importance. New wheel 

norms, exploiting work done in CHARM EC , are 

being developed. New instructions for the reprofil

ing of damaged wheels arc being prepared. 

Wheel flat experiments at Silinge near Flen in Siidermanland were carried out in Project MU3 in a collaboration between Chalmers, SJ and 

Adtranz. About 240 flats on 15 wheelsets with 30 new wheels were created, measured and examined in the project. The test train consisted of 

an electric locomotive, one measuring wagon containing data sampling equipment, one wagon equipped for measuring the pulling force, and 

the test wagon. The tests were performed at constant train speed (5 to 80 km/h), at train retardation (0. 1 to 1.0 m/s2), and at train acceleration 

from zero speed (0.10 to 0.15 m/s2). The axle loads were 6.2 (empty wagon), 10.1 and 18.9 tonnes. The duration of sliding w ith locked brakes 

in the first set of tests was 1 to 40 seconds. The coefficient of friction between wheel and rail was measured 



FINANCIAL REPORT 

Here arc presented cash and in-kind investments 

both per party and per programme area. In-kind 

investments from the Industrial Interests Group and 

Chalmers have been calculated according to the 

principles sta ted in the main agreement with NUTEK. 

Report per party 

Budgeted cash and in-kind investments per party 

according to the main agreement for Stage r can be 

seen in Table T. 

Cash investments 

In December 1995, an agreement was made between, 

on the one hand, Abetong Teknik AB, Adtranz 

Wheelset, SJ Maskindivisionen and Banverket, 

respectively, and, on the other, Chalmers University 

of Technology AB on how the Industrial Interests 

Group's payments to Chalmers Competence Centre 

in Railway Mechanics, CHAR MEC, should be 

periodized. According to these four agreements, 

CHA RMEC would invoice at the four points of time 

Table I. Cash and in-kind contributions (kSEK} per party 

Party Cash 

Budget Paid Budget 

NUTEK 5 900 5 900 0 
-

Chalmers 0 0 5 400 

Acltranz 1 600 1600 1200 
f----

Abetong 1 700 1 700 600 
1- - -

SJ I 000 1 000 400 

Banverkel 1 500 1 500 1 200 
'- .,___ 

TOTAL 11 700 11 700 8 800 

20 

1995-09-01, 1996-03-0T, T996-o9-or , and 1997-03-or. 

All amounts for Stage T have been paid in as per the 

agreement, that is 

4 X SEK 400 000 

4 X SEK 425 000 

4 X SEK 250 000 

4 X SEK 375 000 

from Adtranz Wheelset 

from Abetong Teknik 

from SJ Maskindivisionen 

from Banverkct 

Afte r sending quarterly invoices, CHARMF. C has 

received 

8 X SEK 737 500 from NUTEK 

The total amounts are to be found in Table 1 . 

In-kind contributions 

The in-kind contributions made by Abetong, Ad!ranz 

and Banverket consist partly of use of their equipment 

and work done by their stall according to the prin

ciples sta ted in the main agreement with NUTEK , and 

partly of services a nd equipment purchased by the 

companies. Tn addition to the ksEK TT 700 stated in 

Table r, CHAR M EC has revenues of ksEK R4 in interest 

during Stage 1. Total fu nds a re therefore ksF.K rr 784. 

In-kind Total 
-

Performed/ Budget Paid/ 
Value Va lue 

r--
0 5 900 5 900 

- -
5 400 5 400 5 400 

I Hi5 2 800 2 765 
-

635 2 300 2 335 
~'---

400 I 400 I 400 

1 835 2 700 3 335 
1-- -

9 435 20 500 21135 



Report per programme area 

The accounts for each project have been allocated 

funds according to budge ts decided by CHARM EC's 

board (note tha t this also involves a decision taken at 

board meeting 199T4, held on 2r October 1997). 

CHAR M Ec's total funds (ks EK I I 784) for Stage 1 have 

the reby been transferred to the projects. A compi

la tion by p rogramme area is given in Table 2, where 

in-kind contributi ons are also shown. 

FINANCIAL REPORT 

For the "Noise rig" project (VB3) decided by the 

CTTARMEC board during Stage 1 , only ksEK 352 had 

been used I997-06-3o. The in-kind contributions refer 

to what had been used 1997-T2-r2 and a further ksEK 

77 for work still in progress (Adtranz). T he majority 

of the in-kind work has been carried out (Abetong's 

construction work, Banverket's track building and 

Adtranz's control room, etc). Some work still remains 

to be done - for example on the software for control 

systems (Chalmers Solid Mechanics). A ll this will 

be reported to CHARMEC's board , but wi ll not be 

formally included as activities during Stage 2. 

Table 2. Budgeted and used funds and in-kind contributions (shown separately for the lndustrial lnterests Group and 
Chalmers) fo r each programme area and for management (and adminislralion), as well as for rhe "Noise rig" project. 
The Stage r C!-1 A RM EC fHOKramme areas are TS = interaction of train and track, VB= Vibrarion and noise, and 
MU = Marerials and m aintenance 

Programme Cash In-kind In-kind Total 
a rea Industria l Interests Cha lmers 

Budget Used Budget Used Budget Used Budget Used 

TS 2 800 1- 2 701 900 I 625 I 500 1 500 5 200 5 826 

VB 2 100 2 332 1 000 515 880 880 3 980 3 727 

MU 5 000 4 974 900 I 045 2 120 2 120 8 020 8139 

Management I 084 1 085 

1 
0 0 800 I 800 I 884 I 885 

Noise rig (Yn3) 800 800 600 850 100 100 I 500 I 750 

Tota l 11 784 11 8l)2 3 400 4 035 5 400 5 400 20 584 21 327 



PARALLEL EU PROJECTS IN RAILWAY MECHANICS 

During Stage 1 , the activities of CHARMEC have 

benefitted from the five parallel EU projects in railway 

mechanics which are being run at Chalmers Solid 

Mechanics under Brite-EuRam m within the Fourth 

Framework Programme. The projects are 

\:

-.2__-·· • • : 
EUROSABOT 

Silent Freight 

""'~--

Silent TrucA ... 
::_coN 

Euro ABOT 
(Sound Attenuation by Optimized 
Tread Brakes) 

Totally 

Chafmers 

Start 

Coordinator 

Partners 

Chafmers/ 
CHIIRMEC 

project leader 

«;ilent Freigl 

3724 b :cu, 309 man-months 

105 kECU, 13 man-months 

March 1996 

NS (Paul de V os) 

ERIU , NS, DB, SBB , SI.M , Metravib, 
FrenDo/AllEX, Talbot, rs, KTH , 
Chalmers, Ferodo, Poli tecnico di 
Torino 

Roger Lunden 

(Development of New Technologies 
for Low Noise Freight Wagons) 

Totally 

Chalmers 

Start 

Coordinator 

Partners 

Chalmers/ 
CIIARMF:C 

project leader 

3196 kEcu, 243 man-months 

9 1 kccu, 17 man-months 

February 1996 

ERR! (William Bu-d) 

ERR I, Adtranz Sweden, CAF, 
Talbot, Valdunes, TNO, Vibratec, 
tSVR, Chalmers, CEJT. Jenbacher 

Roger Lunden 

Silt• 1t Trac 
(Development of New Technologies for 

Low Noise Railway Infrastructure) 

Totally 

Chalmers 

Start 

Coordinator 

Partners 

Chalmer:,/ 
CIIARMEC 

project leader 

3747 kEcu, 343 man-months 

rso kEcu, 28.5 man-months 

January 1997 

F.RIU (Will iam Bird) 

ERR! , SNCF, British Steel, Sogerail, 
Pandrol, Vibratec, TNO , Chalmers, 
IS VR, TU Berlin 

Jens Nielsen 

(Integrated Study of Rolling Contact Fatigue) 

Totally 

Chalmers 

Start 

Coordinator 

Farmers 

Chalmer:,/ 
Cf/ARM EC 

project leader 

EuroBALT 11 

1523 kEcu, 230 man-months 

96 k Ecu, ro man-months 

January 1997 

EH Rl (D ave Cannon) 

F.RR I, Chalmers, Univ of Sheffield, 

TU Berlin , IN SA, Otto von Guericke 

Univ Magdeburg, KTll 

Lcnnart Josefson 

(European Research for Optimization 

of the Ballasted Track) 

Totally 

Chalmers 

Start 

Coordinator 

Partners 

C ha I men! 
CIIARMF:C 

project leader 

4154 kcc u, 303 man-months 

207 kEc u , 34 man-months 

September 1997 

SNCF (Jcan-Pierre Iluille) 

LHl , BR Research, Banverket, 
Chalmers, Cronau, SNCF, TSO , 
Kassel Univ, ERR! 

Tore Dahlberg 



PhD student Martin Petersson in Projects 

EUt Eu roSABOT and also VB2 of Stage 2 

Finite element model of part of rail under 
contact load from wheel in Project EU4 

ICON of Stage 2 

PhD student Jonas Rings berg (left) 
and his s upervisor Professor Lennart 

Josefson in Projects EU4 ICON and 

also MU6 of S tage 2 

PARTNERS IN EU PROJECTS 

Adtranz Sweden 

Banverket 

BR Research 

BS 

CAF 

CEIT 

Cronau 

DB 

Swedish section of the multinational company ADtranz (ABB 
Daimler-BerJZ T ransportation) which designs and manufactures 
railway transportation systems and components 

The Swedish National Rail Administration (infrastructure authority 
and administrator) 

Research division of llritish Rail 

British Steel plc is a multinational steel producer with research 
facilities at several locations 

Construcciones y Auxiliar de Ferrocarriles SA is a Spanish company 
designing and manufacturing trains 

Centro de Estudios e lnvestigaciones Teenicas de Guipozeoa is 
a Spanish non-profit research organisation 

Cronau Gmbll is a German company specializing in maintenance 
of railway infrastructure 

Deutsche 13ahn AG (the German Railways) 

ERRI European Rail Research Institute, Utrecht, The Netherlands, is 
the research organisation wit hin lJtC (Union lnternationale des 
Chemins de Fer) 

FrenDo/ABEX FrenDo/AB EX Rail produces frictional materials for brakes in 
Germany, Belgium and I taly 

Ferodo Ferodo Limited , Railway Division, Stockport, England. Company 
developing and manufacturing railway friction materials 

FS Ferrovie de llo Stato spa, Rome, Italy. T he Italian Railways 
represented by a department in Firenze 

INSA lnstitut Na tional des Sciences Appliquces de Lyon. Engineering 
school and research institute in Lyon, F rance 

ISVR The Institute of Sound of Vibration Research at the U niversity 
of Southampton , England 

Jenbacher Jenhacher Transportsysteme AG. Small Austrian company 
manufacturing components for railway vehicles 

Kassel University The Institute of Geotechnics at the Kassel Univer~ity, Germany 

KTH The Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Sweden 

M etravib 

NS 

Pandrol 

Politecnico 
di Torino 

SBB 

SLM 

Sogerail 

SNCF 

Tal bot 

TNO 

TSO 

TU Berlin 

Va ldunes 

Vibratec 

Metravib RDS, Ecully. French private contract research 
organisation specialized in vibroacoustics 

NV Nederlanclse Spoorwegen . The Dutch Railways represented 
by two departments in Utrecht 

Multinational company manufacturing rail fastening components 

Aeronautical and Space Engineering Depar tment of T urin 
Polytechnic in Italy 

Schweizcrische BundesBahnen, l:lcrn. T he Swiss Railways 
represented by the department Zugfordcrung unci Wcrkstiitlcn 

Schweizerische Lokomotiv- unci Maschincnfabrik t\G, Wintcrthur. 
SLM here involves Sulzer-Tn notec (research organisation of Sulzer 
Corporation) 

French manufact urer of ra ils. Subsidiary of Us inor Sacilor which 
is the third largest steel producer in the world 

Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Franc;ais. The French 
Railways 

Waggonfabrik Talbot, Aachcn, Germany. Rolling stock producer 
(fre ight wagons, passenger coaches and bogies) 

Contract research organisation in Dclft, The Netherlands 

Travaux du Sud-Oucsl. French company specializing iu 
construc tion and maintenance of ra il way tracks 

The Technical Uni versity of Berlin 

Wheelset manufacturer in France 

Industrial RTO company in Lyon. France 



AWARDS 

It was encouraging for Chalmers railway mechanics 

research when, in London on 9 September 1996, Dr 

Mikael Fermer (who gained his doctorate at Chalmers 

Solid Mechanics in 1993) received the " William 

Alexan·de r Agnew Meritorious A ward/Clarence 

Noel Goodall Award 1995" from the Institution of 

Mechanical E ngineers, R ai lway Division, for his paper 

"Optimization of a railway freight car wheel by use of 

a fractional factorial design method" (published in 

lMecbE Proceedings, Part F, no 2, 1994). 

Furthermore, Johan Jergcus, Lie Tech, received an 

SKF scholarship in June 1997 as a reward for his work 

in the field of railway mechanics, sec the project MU3 

CHARMEC STAGE 2 

The final meeting on Stage 2 of CHARM EC covering the 

period 1997-07-01 to 2ooo-o6-3o was held at NUTEK 

in Stockholm on ro October 1997. In addition to the 

previous members Abetong Teknik AB , Adtranz 

Wheelset and s1 Maskindivisionen of the Industrial 

Interests Group, Cardo BST Rail AB, Duroc AB and 

Inexa Profit AB arc also participating in Stage 2. 

New board members (in addi tion to those of Stage 1, 

see page 4) are Nits Lcnnart Nilsson of Cardo nsJ 

Rail, Lennart Olofsson of Duroc, and Kjell Sundwall 

of Inexa Profit. A s in Stage 1, a separate agreement 

has been drawn up for Banverket's participation. 

The funding of CHARMEC for the three-year period of 

Stage 2 is shown in the table below. 

In their separate agreeme nt with CHARMEC, Ban

verket have decided to raise their cash contribution 

from kSEK 3000 to ksEK 5250. This means that the 

NUTEK 

above. Finally, Clas Andersson, MSc (now a doctoral 

candidate), was awarded Swedtrain 's prize for the best 

degree paper in railway technology in May 1997. 

SKF President Peter Augustsson 

together with PhD student Johan 

Jergeus of Project MU3 after 

award ceremony at Slottsviken 

in June 1997 

total CHARMEC budget for Stage 2 has been increased 

to kSF.K 58 900. 

There are two additional programme areas for 

Stage 2, areas 4 and 5, as below: 

r. Interaction of train and track 

2 . Vibration and noise 

3· Materials and maintenance 

4· Systems for monitoring and operations 

5· Parallel EU projects 

(TS) 

(VB) 
(MU) 

(so) 
(EU) 

The addition of programme area 5 means that 

CHi\ J(MEC can part-fund the fi ve EU projects (funds 

from the Commission in Brussels only cover about 

half of the to tal costs). Moreover, Chalmers has now 

decided centrally to provide approximately kSE K 6oo 

towards the funding of the fi ve EU projects. 

Cash In-kind Total 

16 400 16 400 (32%) 

Industrial interests group 9 950 

I 
6450 16 400 (32%) 

Cha lmers 2 250 16 500 18 750 (36%) 

Banverkct 3 000 2 100 5 100 
-t 

Total 31600 25 050 56 650 kSEK 



NCLUDING REMARKS 

It is the opinion of both the former and the present 

Director of the Centre that Stage I of operations of 

the N UTEK Competence Centre in Railway Mechanics 

has been a successful one. Any somewhat hesitant 

attitudes that may have been found in some parties 

Competence Centre. This "access" has, among other 

things, led to a number of projects between members 

of the Industrial Interests Group outside of CH ARMEC. 

at the beginning had already changed in a positive 

direction during the first year. Now there is a spirit 
Gothenburg, 16 January ryy8 

of enthusiasm for, and a willingness to take an active 

part in, the tasks in hand. Some of the industrial 

interests members have emphasized how very 

important it is to have the " right of access" to the BENGT AKESSON 

fl2r~~ 
ROGER LUNDEN 

Associate Professors Tore Dahlberg (left) 

and Roger Lunden (middle) 

and Professor Bengt Akesson 

in the laboratory of 

Chalmers Solid Mechanics 
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